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Abstract 

This paper deals with the three-dimensional numerical 
simulation of aerodynamic characteristics of turbulent jets 
issuing from two diffusers configuration with different 
geometries. The first diffuser configuration is an elliptical 
shape with different aspect ratios AR = a/b, where a and b 
are the diffuser height and width varied from 1, 2, 4 and 8, 
while the second diffuser configuration generates the swirl-
ing jet through a diffuser provided with 60° inclined vanes. 
The comparison of the numerical results of the swirling jet 
and those of the elliptical jets, keeping the same equivalent 
diameter of the diffusers and the same flow conditions to 
the ambient environment, has been discussed. The numeri-
cal simulation is performed using two turbulences model, 
the standard k-ε model and the Reynolds stress model 
(RSM). The finite volume method with an unstructured 
tetrahedral mesh type has been used in this investigation. In 
the light of the results, we find that the swirling jet provides 
an improved flow mixing with large transversal velocities 
spreading in all sections of the resultant jet, compared to 
all studied elliptic jets. 

Ključne reči 
• eliptično strujanje 
• vrtložno strujanje 
• faktor preseka difuzora 
• numerička simulacija 
• konfiguracija difuzora 

Izvod 

U radu je prikazana trodimenzionalna numerička simu-
lacija aerodinamičkih karakteristika turbulentnog strujanja, 
koje nastaje iz dve konfiguracije difuzora, različitih geome-
trija. Prva konfiguracija difuzora je eliptičnog oblika, razli-
čitih faktora preseka AR = a/b, gde se a i b, visina i širina 
difuzora, menjaju u rasponu 1, 2, 4 i 8, dok se kod druge 
konfiguracije difuzora generiše vrtložno strujanje kroz difu-
zor snabdeven kanalima pod nagibom od 60°. Data je 
diskusija poređenja numeričkih rezultata vrtložnog i eliptič-
nog strujanja, sa nepromenjenim ekvivalentnim prečnikom 
difuzora i istim uslovima strujanja u odnosu na uslove 
okoline. Numerička simulacija je izvedena primenom dva 
turbulentna modela: standardnim k-ε i Rejnoldsovim napon-
skim modelom (RSM). Upotrebljena je metoda konačnih 
zapremina sa nestrukturnim tipom tetraedarske mreže. Na 
osnovu dobijenih rezultata, pronalazimo da vrtložno struja-
nje, u poređenju sa svim proučenim eliptičnim strujanjima, 
obezbeđuje poboljšano mešanje toka, sa većim poprečnim 
brzinama, koje se šire u svim presecima rezultujućeg mlaza. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Flows involving the elliptic and swirling turbulent jets 
are encountered in a wide variety of industrial applications. 
The turbulent jets are applied in the technology of air 
conditioning systems, cooling and combustion, drying. The 
swirling jet promotes the mixing process, heat transfer and 
facilitates changes in the physical and chemical properties 
and the turbulence properties in the mean flow. Under the 
effect of swirling, the fluid particles tend to move away 
from the axis under the effect of centrifugal force. The main 
effect of turbulence is a dramatic increase in the spread in 
the fluid, that is to say exchanges of all kinds between the 
various parts of the flow. Turbulent diffusion leads to a 
very rapid homogenization of environments. Turbulent free 

jets have been the subject of several experimental and 
numerical researches in order to show the importance of the 
influence of turbulence and swirl to the flow studied. Most 
work on swirl jet are oriented to combustion chambers of 
engines, nuclear reactors and burners to obtain a homogene-
ous mixture of fuel and oxidizer /1, 2/. The swirling jet is 
particularly advantageous insofar as to incorporate the 
characteristics of the rotating flow. The nature of the blow-
ing system, the diffuser disposition, the numbers of jets, the 
inclination of the vanes, the temperature of the blown air 
are the necessary parameters to achieve the swirl jet control 
as those studied by Braikia et al. /3/ and Khelil et al. /4, 5/. 
The elliptic jets have a large engineering practice and have 
general features between those of axisymmetric and plane 
jets. Lee and Baek /6/ showed that the effects of aspect ratio 
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on the characteristics of the turbulence of the elliptical jet 
were very important, especially the elliptical jet AR = 2. 
They showed vigorous turbulence characteristics in near the 
flow fields. The flow characteristics of elliptic jets are quite 
different from those of two-dimensional or axisymmetric 
jets and the entrainment rate of elliptic jets is several times 
greater than that of circular or plane jets They concluded 
that the jet spread along the minor axis is much greater than 
the along major axis. The jet cross section eventually 
switches its orientation at some distance downstream from 
the nozzle due to the difference in the spreading rate along 
the two symmetric axis planes. Quinn /7/ carried out meas-
urements by hot wire anemometer on a turbulent free jet, 
isothermal and incompressible from a plate edged by ellip-
tical orifice. The results show that the mixture in an ellipti-
cal jet from a sharp edge orifice plate is higher than the 
round jets and the jets issuing elliptical profiled nozzles. 
The jets issued from a rectangular and elliptical orifice with 
an aspect ratio AR = 2:1 have been studied by Imine et al. 
/8/. The second order model (RSM) was used by the author 
to simulate the flow field. They found that the asymmetric 
geometry substantially improved mixing in comparison 
with the axisymmetric case. Koseoglu and Baskayab /9/ 
investigate the differences between the impinging, round 
and elliptical jets, in terms of flow field and heat transfer 
characteristics. They found that the differences are reduced 
with increasing distance from the jet plate. Kuznik et al. 
/10/ have tested four two-equations turbulence models: a k-
ε realizable model, a k-ε RNG model, a k-ω model and a k-
ω SST model. They found that although the models can 
reasonably predict the cases of hot jet and isothermal jet, 
but fail for the cold jets. Based on the work carried out by 
Kuznik et al. /11/ they suggested that the turbulence model 
for second order quadratic RSM would be more appropriate 
for simulating ventilated enclosures with thermal effects. 
The effect of various parameters on the development of 
flow behind a vane diffuser has been studied experimen-
tally and numerically by Raj Thundil and Ganesan, /12/. 
This work has highlighted the main features of the flow 
field generated by the diffuser with inclined vanes. The 
originality of this study is to arrive at the best angle vane 
using appropriate turbulence models both weak and strong 
swirl. They found that for weak swirl, the standard k-ε 
model is sufficient, while for strong swirl, the Reynolds 
stress model (RSM) is more appropriate. Ahmadvand et al. 
/13/ experimentally and numerically studied the influence 
of axial vane diffuser on increasing the heat transfer and 
turbulent fluid flow. Their study was conducted for three 
vane angles of 30°, 45° and 60° with uniform conditions of 
heat flow with the air that is used as working fluid. These 
authors have confirmed that the use of blades for generating 
swirling jet leads to improving heat transfer compared to 
those obtained from tubes without blades. They also found 
that the thermal efficiency increases when the blade angle is 
high and decreases by the growth of the Reynolds number. 
Escue and Cui /14/ presented a numerical study of a swirl-
ing flow to the inside of a straight pipe. Calculations are 
performed using a commercial software Fluent. The turbu-
lence models used in this study include the RNG k-ε and 

Reynolds stress model (RSM). They found that the model 
RSM is most appropriate when the swirling flow is 
increased. Castro and Demuren /15/ investigated numeri-
cally using large eddy simulation of a turbulent rotating 
pipe flow and swirling jet flow, emitted from the pipe, into 
open quiescent ambient. In this study, various rotation rates 
and Reynolds numbers have been used. The simulations are 
performed with two kinds of swirl numbers (S = 0 and S = 
0.5). The computations are realized with the FLUENT 
code. They observed that the swirl changes the characteris-
tics of the jet flow field, leading to increased jet spread and 
axial velocity decay. For this study, we are interested in the 
influence of the geometry of the diffuser, on an isothermal 
turbulent free-jet structure. The numerical simulation is 
based on a light gas such as air, which comes out of a coni-
cal elliptical orifice with different aspect ratios and a swirl 
generator with vanes inclined by a 60° angle, keeping the 
same hydraulic diameter for the diffuser, and the same 
transmission conditions, to the environment. In the remain-
der of this paper, we present a literature investigation on 
swirling and elliptic jets and setting out the main results 
established in section 1. In section 2, we describe the com-
putational domain. In section 3, we briefly review turbu-
lence modelling and the governing equations. In section 4, 
we present the numerical results and some validations and 
discussions. Finally, in section 5, we give a summary of our 
conclusions. 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND COMPUTATIONAL 
DOMAIN 

The free jet type flow through a conical elliptical opening 
with different aspect ratios (AR) and swirling jet is strongly 
influenced by the effects of changing the geometry of the 
diffuser. The computational domain considered in our work 
is in two volumes, so it is fully consolidated into a single 
volume (Fig. 1). The first volume is characterized by two 
types of configuration. The first one is an elliptical diffuser 
shape with different aspect ratios AR = a/b, where a and b 
are the nozzle height and width, varied from 1, 2, 4 and 8 
(see Fig. 1 A, B, C and D) and the second one is a swirling 
diffuser with 14 inclined vanes by 60° (see Fig. 1 E). The 
first volume is characterized by a jet of air exiting from the 
diffuser at a velocity U =10 m/s, giving a Reynolds number 
based on the equivalent diameter of 4.104 to the surround-
ings, which is considered a second circular volume (Lee 
and Beak, /6/). The second volume is characterized by a 
diameter D = 400 mm, and a length along the axis of flow 
(X), which is equal to 1000 mm. The orifices investigated in 
this paper have the same equivalent diameter (De), equal to 
60 mm, and a thickness of elliptical orifice 4 mm. For more 
detailed information concerning the orifice geometry, see 
Table 1 and Fig. 1. 

Table 1. A conical elliptical orifice size and swirler diffuser. 
Type of diffuser AR a (mm) b (mm) 

Swirler 1 30.0 30.0 

Elliptical 

1 30.0 30.0 
2 42.4 21.2 
4 60.0 15.0 
8 84.9 10.6 
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This work deals with numerical simulation of three-
dimensional isothermal turbulent free jet, blowing from 
different diffuser geometry configuration. The analysis of 
the turbulent flow is to determine the mean dimensionless 
velocity fields, dimensionless Reynolds shear stress profiles 
and turbulence kinetic energy profiles along the major (XZ) 
and minor (XY) planes at cross-sections of X/De = 2, 3, 5 
and 7 for different aspect ratio AR (a/b = 1, 2, 4 and 8) and 
swirling jet. The computation is performed using the finite 
volume method. The k-ε model and the Reynolds stress 
turbulence model (RSM) is used for closing the system of 
equations. The numerical calculations have been carried out 
in three dimensions, for any geometry of the elliptical 
diffuser and swirl diffuser. The numerical prediction was 
performed with the following assumptions: The flow is 
steady and isothermal. PRESTO and SIMPLE algorithm 

were used respectively for the interpolation of the pressure 
and the pressure coupling with the velocity; the pressure is 
set to 101 000 Pa (1 atm). To capture these effects, the 
mesh must meet certain requirements. Then, the simulation 
requires a careful choice of different parameters of the 
calculation code. The adopted mesh is an unstructured tetra-
hedral grid. Figure 2 shows the geometry and the mesh size 
of the swirl diffuser (Fig. 2a) and an elliptic diffuser with 
aspect ratios AR = 1 (see Fig. 2b). The type of mesh used 
allowed us to generate a number of nodes, of about 
2 790 648 for different geometries. For our three-dimen-
sional study, the cell surfaces are not necessarily of regular 
form. To calculate the volume of the cells and the surface 
of their faces, appropriate approximations are necessary. 
The simplest method is to represent the face of the cell by a 
series of triangular planes as in Fig. 2. 
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Figure1. Computational domain: (A, B, C and D) elliptical jet diffuser with aspect ratio (AR = 1, 2, 4 and 8), and (E) swirl diffuser. 
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Figure 2. Computational domain of diffuser configurations and schematic grid used for: (a) swirl generator, (b) elliptical jet, AR = 1. 

Calculations on different meshes (see Fig. 3) show that 
the transversal velocity of the solution does not change 
significantly. We can therefore conclude that the solution is 
independent of the mesh. 
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Figure 3. Independence of the meshing in elliptic jet case AR = 1. 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Turbulence model 
For a steady flow, three-dimensional, incompressible, 

and turbulent and with the constant properties of the fluid, 
the equations governing the flow are the conservation of 
mass and momentum equation written in Cartesian tensor 
notation as follows: 

 0i

i

U
x

∂
=

∂
, (1) 

 
( )i j ji

i j
j i j j i

U U UUP u u
x x x x x

ρ µ ρ
  ∂ ∂∂∂ ∂ ′ ′  = − + + −

 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
. (2) 

where: Ui is the average velocity; u′i, u′j are the correspond-
ing fluctuation components; i ju uρ ′ ′−  are average Reynolds 
stresses that must be modelled to close the equations. Note 
that here, temperature fluctuations are negligible and the 
Mach number is low (< 0.3), which allows us to assume 
that the fluid is incompressible (constant density). 

The k-ε turbulence model is an example of two equations 
using the assumption of Boussinesq. Here, two closure turbu-
lent models: Reynolds stress (RSM) and standard k-ε are 
used. Turbulence models with two equations (k-ε or other) 
provide good predictions on the physical characteristics of 
flow giving most industrial interest. In the flows where turbu-
lent transport or non-equilibrium effects are important, the 
Boussinesq assumption is no longer valid and results of the 
hypothesis of Boussinesq model may be inaccurate. The 
Reynolds stresses model shows greater predictive perfor-
mance with respect to the Boussinesq hypothesis because of 
isotropic nature. Therefore, the complete transport aniso-
tropic models such as Reynolds stress (RSM) are necessary 
for accurate prediction for the swirling turbulent flow. In 
RSM, the Reynolds stresses are calculated directly, where 
different terms from left to right are, in respect: convection, 
diffusion, production, pressure, viscous dissipation and an 
additional production term. Note that the terms of convection 
and production are accurate, while the remaining terms are 
to be modelled /16, 17/. Detailed derivations for closure 
equations can be found in FLUENT 6.3 /18, 19/, 

( )

    

 

,
 

 

k i j i j
k k k
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The boundary conditions used in this study are of 3 types 
called by convenience: inlet velocity, pressure outlet and 
wall. Inlet type conditions are used in the case of a flow 
entering within the field. The conditions wall type bound-
ary, are assigned to impermeable walls flow, finally, if the 
flow is in contact with the outside, using the conditions of 
pressure outlet. Provided at the input (considered for the 
first volume). Generally, in the simulation of flows, the air 
entry profile is deduced from experimental data /3-6/. The 
operating conditions are reported in Table 2. 

Table 2. Operating conditions. 
Parameters Elliptical and swirl diffuser 

Reynolds number 4·104 
Hydraulic diameter 0.06 m 
Turbulence intensity 7 % 

Under relaxation pressure = 0.3, density = 0.8 
other parameters = 0.5 

Convergence criteria all parameters = 10–3 
Inlet velocity 10 m·s–1 

Pressure 101000 Pa 
Walls no-slip conditions 
Outlet pressure outlet 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The mean velocity profiles along XY (minor axis) plane 
and XZ (major axis) plane at cross-sections of X/De = 2, 3, 5 
and 7 for different aspect ratio AR (a/b = 1, 2, 4, 8) are 
given in Figs. 4 to 6, respectively. The numerical prediction 
is performed by two turbulence models (standard k-ε and 
RSM). Along the major plane, the shear layer shrinks into 
the jet centre, while along the minor plane, the shear layer 
spreads out widely into the ambient fluid. In the case of 
AR = 8, the velocity profile along the major plane at X/De = 
2 shows a nearly flat hump shape. The breakdown process 
through which the slender elliptic swirling structure is 
divided into substructures may cause this. Moreover, we 
note that the standard k-ε model does not correctly repro-
duce the experimental results. This result is expected, given 
the nature of the model. The Reynolds stress model improves 
the prediction of this quantity. As can been seen, the predic-
tions of transversal dimensionless velocity profiles using 
the Reynolds stress model are in generally good agreement 
with the experimental data. Both models underestimate the 
amplitude of the velocity at the centreline at AR = 8 in all 
stations, as seen in Fig. 6. 

Figure 7 shows a comparison of numerical results of the 
swirling jet to elliptical jets obtained for dimensionless 
velocities based on the turbulence model RSM for stations 
X/De = 2, 3, 5 and 7. Noting that in the case of the elliptical 
jet with AR = 1 and swirling jet, the major plane is equal to 
the minor plane (a = b). We can distinguish broadly a differ-
ence between the two cases. For swirling jet, we have in the 
plane XY (minor axis) and plane XZ (major axis) of the peak 
values, similar to each station with a sinusoidal distribution, 
where there is a decrease in velocity amplitude, due to the 
existence of internal recirculation zones, as can be seen in 
Fig. 7. It is also noted that the peaks are higher when 
axially approaching from the blow diffuser. While moving  
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Figure 4. Velocity profiles U/Ue of elliptical jet with aspect ratio 
AR = 2 along XY (minor axis) plane and XZ (major axis) plane 
determined by the K-ε standard and RSM turbulence models at 

stations (X/De = 2, 3, 5 and 7). 

downstream from the blowing orifice and jet centreline, it is 
observed that the velocity decreases to zero. As can be 
contested, the dimensionless velocity profiles move from 
the high values, decrease and then finally approach asymp-
totic value which refers to the outlet conditions. Therefore, 
it can be deduced that the flow spreads in the transversal 
direction. For elliptic jets, we notice that flow velocity 
profiles are uniform with gaps between them to each station. 
We also note that a reduction in average velocity, while 
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increasing the aspect ratio (AR), yields slower velocity 
values at station X/De = 2; 3; 5 and 7 in both planes, this 
remark is clearly shown in Fig. 7. Noting that for all 
stations in the major and minor planes, the swirl jet gives a 
large spread in the transversal direction compared to the 
elliptical jet with all different aspect ratios. 
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Figure 5. Velocity profiles U/Ue of elliptical jet with aspect ratio 
AR = 4 along XY (minor axis) plane and XZ (major axis) plane 
determined by the K-ε standard and RSM turbulence models at 

stations (X/De =2, 3, 5 and 7). 

The turbulent kinetic energy distributions along major 
and minor axis at each cross-section (X/De = 2, 3, 5 and 7) 
for different configuration of elliptic jet and for swirling jet 

are shown in Fig. 8. At X/De = 2, the turbulent kinetic 
energy (q2) of an elliptic jet with AR = 8 and swirling jet 
have distinct values compared to other elliptic jet configu-
rations. Due to the largest turbulence intensity and kinetic 
energy, values generated from strong turbulence activities 
occurring near the blowing diffuser and thus the turbulence 
intensity and kinetic energy reach a maximal value. Far 
from downstream, turbulence fluctuations gradually decrease 
and attain the state of isotropic turbulence. The turbulent  
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Figure 6. Velocity profiles U/Ue of elliptical jet with aspect ratio 
AR = 8 along XY (minor axis) plane and XZ (major axis) plane 
determined by the K-ε standard and RSM turbulence models at 

stations (X/De =2, 3, 5 and 7). 
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kinetic energy distributions q2 in the minor plane have a 
higher value than in the major plane for the elliptic jet but 
the swirl jet preserves the same values in both planes. In 
particular, the turbulent kinetic energy has large values at 
X/De = 5 for AR = 2 and at X/De = 7 for AR = 4. The loca-
tion of the peak value of q2 moves to the centreline of the 
flow and the peak of swirling jet moves to the transversal 
direction giving a large spreading. The swirling jet has 
strong turbulence characteristics and good mixing and 
entrainment effects compared to elliptic jets. 
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Figure 7. Velocity profiles U/Ue of swirling jets and elliptical jets 
with aspect ratio AR = 1, 2, 4 and 8 along XY (minor axis) plane 

and XZ (major axis) plane determined by the RSM turbulence 
model at stations (X/De = 2, 3, 5 and 7). 
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Figure 8. Turbulence kinetic energy profiles of swirling jets and 

elliptical jet with aspect ratio AR = 1, 2, 4 and 8 along XY (minor 
axis) plane and XZ (major axis) plane determined by the RSM 

turbulence model at stations (X/De = 2, 3, 5 and 7). 

Reynolds shear stress profiles, Ruw in the major plane, 
and Ruv in the minor plane, are shown in Fig. 9. The dimen-
sionless Reynolds shear stress Ruw and Ruv are defined by 

2
euw U  and 2

euv U  respectively. For the different elliptic 
jets, the Reynolds shear stress profiles Ruw and Ruv have a 
peak value near Y/Ry = 1, on the other hand for the swirling 
jet, Ruw and Ruv have a peak value near Y/Ry = 1.6. This 
implies that most of the turbulent kinetic energy is pro-
duced by the non-organised random motion near the dif-
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fuser at the centreline of the flow for different configuration 
of elliptic jet and far from the diffuser in transversal direc-
tion for the swirling jet. From this, we can see that the 
energy production of turbulence is more vigorous in the 
swirling jet compared to elliptic jets. 
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Figure 9. Reynolds shear stress profiles of swirling jets and 

elliptical jets with aspect ratio AR = 1, 2, 4 and 8 along XY (minor 
axis) plane and XZ (major axis) plane determined by the RSM 

turbulence model at stations (X/De = 2, 3, 5 and 7). 

CONCLUSION 

The objective of this investigation is to numerically simu-
late three-dimensional aerodynamics of the swirling and 
elliptic free jets. In this study, the jet is assumed isothermal. 

Two types of diffuser configurations are tested. The first 
diffuser configuration is elliptic with different aspect ratios 
(AR = 1, 2, 4 and 8) and the second configuration of the 
diffuser is a swirler with 14 vanes inclined at 60°, keeping 
the same equivalent diameter. 

From a technological point of view, these types of jets 
are applied in air-conditioning and ventilation devices, 
hence the importance of having a good mix, and increased 
transversal spreading. In particular, this study is based on 
the analysis of velocity fields in free flow, which is highly 
dependent on the geometric orifice conditions. Thus, based 
on experimental results and numerical simulations obtained, 
we can draw the following conclusions: the experimental 
study shows that the characteristics of turbulent flow of 
elliptic jets with four different aspect ratios are quite differ-
ent compared to those of round and swirling jet. In the 
region near the blow diffuser, the elliptical jets show a 
training force, and a higher mixing than round jets. In 
particular, elliptical jet AR = 2 have higher average speed 
amplitudes. Thus, elliptical jets, with aspect ratio AR = 2, 
can effectively use such devices in ventilation and drying 
systems. A comparison between the numerical results of the 
swirling jet to the elliptic jets is presented to determine the 
best configuration of the airflow jet. These results clearly 
show that the swirling jet induces an internal recirculation 
zone observed by a decrease in velocity located at the 
centreline. It is found that the influence of the geometry of 
the diffuser on the jet is fundamental. The swirl jet ensures 
dynamic homogenizing improved mixture with a large 
transversal spreading, which can be used in a large space. 
The swirling jet is an appropriate way to improve the qual-
ity of homogenization. Compared to all of the investigated 
elliptic jets, the swirl jet ensures improved mixing with a 
significant development of the transversal velocity in all 
sections of the resultant jet. 

NOMENCLATURE 
Latin symbols 
a major axis radius of the elliptic nozzle 
b minor axis radius of the elliptic nozzle 
AR aspect ratio of the nozzle (≡ a/b) 
d vane support diameter, (m) 
D inner diameter of swirling jet, (m) 
De equivalent diameter of elliptic nozzle (≡ 2(ab)1/2) (m) 
P pressure, (Pa) 
q2 turbulent kinetic energy (≡ ½ 2 2 2 2( ) eU V W U′ ′ ′+ + ) 
Ruv Reynolds shear stress (≡ 2

eU V U′ ′ ) 
Ruw Reynolds shear stress (≡ 2

eU W U′ ′ ) 
Rz, Ry  jet half-widths on major and minor planes, in respect 
u′i, u′j  fluctuating velocity components, (m·s–1) 
U′, V′, W′ fluctuating velocities in X, Y and Z directions, (m·s–1) 
Ue nozzle exit velocity in the X direction, (m·s–1) 
Ui, Uj  average velocity components, (m·s–1) 
X coordinate in the jet axial direction 
Y coordinate in the jet minor axis plane 
Z coordinate in the jet major axis plane 
Z(W), Y(V) axis of main velocity components along the major and 

minor planes, respectively 
α inclination angle of the vanes 
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Greek symbols 

µ dynamic viscosity, (kg·m–1·s–1) 
ρ air density, (kg·m–3) 
Subscripts 
e equivalent 
i, j, k components indices 
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